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A general theory of concepts of positive dependence, which are weaker than 
association but stronger than orthant dependence, is developed. A random vector X 
is associated if and only if P(X E A n B) ) P(X E A) P(X E B) for all open upper 
sets A and B. By requiring the above inequality to hold only for some open upper 
sets A and B various notions of positive dependence which are weaker than 
association are obtained. First a general theory is given and then the results are 
specialized to some concepts of a particular interest. Various properties and 
interrelationships are derived and some applications are discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X, ,..., X,, be random variables. They are said to be associated if for 
every component-wise nondecreasing functions f and g 
cow-(X, T-*-P X,), g(X, 9*-*, &>> 2 0 (1.1) 
provided the underlying expectations exist (Esary et al. [5]). If for every 
x = (x* ,..*, X”) 
p(x > x, > fi P(Xi > Xi) 
i=l 
then we say that X = (X, ,..., X,,) is positively upper orthant dependent 
(PUOD), and if for every x 
P(X < x) > fi P(X, < Xi) 
i=l 
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then we say that X = (Xi ,..., X,,) is positively lower orthant dependent 
(PLOD). When n = 2 then X = (X,, X,) is PUOD if and only if X is PLOD 
(see Lehmann [7]); we say then that X is positive quadrant dependent 
(PQD). Esary et al. [5] showed that (Xi, X,) is PQD if and only if 
cov@,(X,), h@d) 2 0 whenever h, and h, 
are univariate nondecreasing functions. (1.2) 
It is well known that if the X’s are associated then they are PUOD and 
PLOD (Dykstra et al. [3]). 
Various results in probability and statistics have been derived under the 
assumption that some underlying random variables are associated. In some 
cases (see, e.g., Remark 4.4 and Subsections 6.3 and 6.4), a careful 
inspection of the proofs of these results indicates that the results are valid 
even if one weakens the assumption of association, however, the validity of 
the proofs may be violated if instead of the assumption of association one 
merely assumes PLOD or PUOD. Thus, various notions of positive depen- 
dence, which are “between” association and the o&ant dependence notions, 
which arise in applications and which suffice for the validity of the 
aforementioned proofs, may be useful. 
The purpose of this paper is to introduce some positive dependence 
concepts which are weaker than association but stronger than PLOD or 
PUOD. The discussion is done under a general framework and illustrated 
through what we think are the most interesting special cases. 
The general framework and some observations are given in Section 2. In 
Section 3 the illustrative special cases are introduced. Based on the general 
theory some closure properties are proven in Section 4. Some miscellaneous 
results are given in Section 5 and a sample of applications is given in Section 
6. 
In the following we use the vector notation x = (xi ,..., x,J thus, for 
example, x < y means xi <yi, i = l,..., n. By “increasing” we mean 
“nondecreasing” and by “decreasing” we mean “nonincreasing.” 
2. GENERAL FRAMEWORK 
It is well known (see Esary et al. [ 51) that X, ,..., X,, are associated if and 
only if 
P(XEAnB)>P(XEA)P(XEB) 
whenever A and B are open upper sets (2.1) 
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(V is an upper set if x E U and y > x imply y E v). A possible way of 
weakening the condition of association is to require that (2.1) holds for all A 
and B which belong to a subcollection of the colection of all upper sets. This 
will be the approach in this paper. 
Let .d and 9 be two collections of sets in R”. Usually, the sets in -eY and 
9 will be upper sets. We will say that the random vector X (or its 
distribution function) is positively dependent relative to &’ and 9 (denoted 
by PD(d, 9)) if 
P(XEAnB)>P(XEA)P(XEB) 
whenever A E -zz’ and B E 9. 
The family of the positively distributions PD(&‘, J) will be denoted by 
PD(s/). 
The following general propositions are easy to prove. Their use will be 
seen in later sections. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If& c s? and 9 c 2 then PD@, 9) =E- PD(sB, 9) 
and if d c z-? then PD(s?) =s PD(d). 
Let S/ be a collection of sets in R”. Put ~4’ = {A: AC E M’} (AC denotes 
the complement of A in R”) and -J/ = {A: -A E J/} (-A denotes 
{x: -x E A }). In some instances 
dC = -d. (2.2) 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The random vector X is PD(sf, 9) if and only if X is 
PD(cpP’, 9). 
The following result shows that, as can be expected, if X is positively 
dependent then also -X is positively dependent in an appropriate sense. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. The random vector X is PD(.xf, 9) if and only if-X 
is PD(-s/, -9). 
Remark 2.1. From the last two propositions it follows that if & satisfies 
(2.2) then X is PD(.M) if and only if -X is PD(.xf). 
In some applications the collection S’ is closed under intersections, that 
is, 
K 
A,Ed, k = l,..., K+ n A, E &, K = 2, 3,.... (2.3) 
k=l 
In that case we have: 
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PROPOSITION 2.4. Assume that ,.&’ satisfies (2.3). Then X is PD(&) if 
and only if 
P >fiP(XEA,) 
k=l 
whenever A, E s’, k = 1, 2 ,..., K; K = 1, 2 ,.... 
Let dCrn) be a collection of sets in R” and let d(“) be such a collection in 
R” and assume m < n. We write dCrn) c JCn) when, for every set A E JS?‘(~) 
and for every subset {a, ,..., a,,, 1 c ( l,..., n}, the set {(x, ,..., x,): 
(x d ,..., xem) E A} belongs to M’(“). In 
cylkder set, determined by A c ~4~~) 
other words &‘(“” c M”“) if every 
as above, is in J(“). The families of 
sets that will be discussed in Section 3 satisfy the property which is given in 
the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let ACi) be a collection of sets in R’, i = 1, 2,.... The 
family of sets J/ = UE”=, ~8~’ is said to satisfy Property M if 
dci’ c dci+ “, i = 1, 2 ,.... 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Assume SZ’ = UE, ~4~) satisfies Property M. If X is 
PD(s@‘) then every lower dimensional marginal (X,,,..., Xam) of X is 
PD(zz”~‘), where {a, ,..., a,) c { l,..., n). 
In many instances (see Section 3), if X is PD(&, 9’) then there exist 
families of real n-variate functions F and Y such that 
cov(fmm))>O whenever f E F, g E F, (2.4) 
provided the expectations exist. When X satisfies (2.4) we will say that X is 
functionally positive dependent relative to Sr and 59 (denoted by 
FPD(x, F)). The family of FPD(j7,.7) distributions will be denoted by 
FPD(Y). 
PROPOSITION 2.6. If jr c .$ and .V c L? then FPD($, 9:) S- 
FPD(Y, .V), and ifF cfl then FPD(a S- FPD(,Sr). 
The families of functions that will be discussed in Section 3 satisfy the 
property which is given in the next defiiition. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let SrCi’ be a collection of functions in R’, i = 1, 2,.... 
The family of functions F = u;” r F(*) is said to satisfy Property C if for 
every k and n, 
f (f,(.>,fi(.),...,fk(,)) E 2-l 
whenever f E FCk’ and A E Rtn’, i = l,..., k. 
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PROPOSITION 2.7. Assume F = lJ p”= 1 F”’ satisfies Property C. If X is 
FDP(Fcn)) then dfi(X)&(X),...&(X)) is FDP(F’k’) whenever & E F(@, 
i = l,..., k. 
3. CONCEPTS OF POSITIVE DEPENDENCE 
Most of the following discussion will concentrate around the following 
collections of upper sets in R “: 
(1) Let &‘I”’ be the collection of all open upper orthants in R”, that is, 
A E &I”’ if and only if 
A = {x: xi > ai, i = l,..., n} 
for some ai E [-a, co], i = l,..., n. (3.1) 
(2) Let &y) be the collection of all open upper half spaces, that is, 
A E A’?) if and only if 
A = x: 5 aixi > a,, 
I i=l I 
for some a, E [-co, 001 and ai E [0, CD), i = l,..., n. (3.2) 
(3) Let s’$“) be the collection of all sets of the form 
A= n u {x:x,>a,} 
l<B<Y ascq 
for some ai E [-00, 001, i = l,..., II (3.3i) 
or of the form 
A= LJ n {x:x, > a,} 
1<5<6 a-q 
for some ai E [-m, 001, i = I,..., n, (3.3ii) 
where, for some positive integers y and 6, C, c { l,,.., n}, /3 = l,..., y and 
P, c { l,..., n}, j3 = l,..., 6. The use of dy) and its relation to coherent life 
functions will be indicated later. 
(4) Let J/P’ be the collection of all convex open upper sets in R”. 
(5) Let SZZ~) be the collection of all open upper sets in R”. Thus, 
X , ,..., X,, are associated if and only if (X, ,..., X,) is PD(d:“‘). 
In the following the superscript n on the d’s will be omitted when there is 
no danger of a confusion. 
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Remark 3.1. Using methods of Esary et al. [5], or Block and Savits [2], 
it is not difficult to show that in the above, for j = l,..., 5, one can replace dj 
by a related set, defined by replacing the word “open” by “measurable,” or 
by replacing “>” by “>” in the definition of dj, and still get the same 
family of distributions PD(J$). 
Remark 3.2. From Proposition 2.1 it follows that 
it will be seen later (Theorem 3.3) that 
thus, for j= 1,3,4,5, the PD(&‘J notions are weaker than association and 
stronger than the orthant dependence notion. 
Some of the results of Section 2 can be specialized now to the notions of 
this section as follows. Since -pP;, ~6~ and &s satisfy (2.2) we obtain from 
Remark 2.1: 
THEOREM 3.1. For j= 2,3,5, X is PD(J$) ifand only if-X is PD(.MJ. 
Since SB,, J94 and 38 satisfy (2.3) we obtain from Proposition 2.4: 
THEOREM 3.2. For j = 1,4,5, the random vector X is PD(zfJ $ and 
only if 
P 
( 
XEij A, 
1 
>jIP(XEA,) 
k=l k=l 
whenever A, E &,, k = l,..., K; K = 1, 2 ,..,. 
THEOREM 3.3. (a) If X is PD(J$,) then X is PUOD, j = 1,3,4,5. (b) 
If X is PD(-4) then X is PLOD, j= 1,3,4,5. (c) If X is PD(&J then X is 
PLOD, j = 3,4, 5. (d) If X is PD(-4.) then X is PUOD, j = 3,4, 5. 
Proof. (a) By Remark 3.2 it is enough to prove (a) for j= 1. If X is 
PD(s?,) then by Theorem 3.2, for any vectors a(‘),..., a’“‘, 
P(X > a(‘),..., X > a’“‘) > fi P(X > aci)). 
i=l 
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Take a”’ = (a,, -co ,..., -co) ,..., acR) = (-co ,..., -co, a,) to obtain 
P(X, > a, ,...) xn > an) 2 fi p(xi > ai), i=l 
that is, X is PUOD. 
(b) For j = 3,4,5, it is clear that -dj 3 --JQ. The poof of (b) for 
j = 1 is similar to the proof of (a) with j = 1. 
(c) By Proposition 2.2, if X is PD($) then X is PD(&‘f), j = 3,4,5. 
It is easy to see that for j = 3,4,5, ~‘f 3 -d,, thus, if X is PD(4) then X 
is PD(--s’,). Hence by part (b), X is PLOD. 
(d) The proof is similar to the proof of (c). 1 
Remark 3.3. Theorem 3.3 does not say anything about the PD(dz) 
family. However, it is easy to see that if (Xi,..., X,) is PD(dz) [or, 
equivalently, PD(-+&)] then (X,, X,) is PQD for every i, kE { l,...,n}. 
THEOREM 3.4. For j= l,..., 5, if X is PD(dj”‘) then (X, ,,..., X,=) is 
PD(dj’@) whenever {a, ,..., am} c { l,..., n}. 
Proof. For j= 1,3,4,5 it is easy to see that Uzi s#) satisfies Property 
M of Definition 2.1 Also it can be seen that UK1 x2$‘) satisfies Property M 
by setting the appropriate a, in (3.2) equal to zero. The result then follows 
from Proposition 2.5. I 
4. CLOSURE RESULTS 
Consider now the following collections of increasing functions in R” or in 
R: = {x: x > 0). Below, for every x > 0, x/O is interpreted as co, and for 
every x, x/co is interpreted as 0. 
(i) Let Fy) be the collection of all functions, defined on R: , of the 
form 
for some b, E [0, co], 
(ii) Let Yp) be the collection of all functions, defined on R”, of the 
form 
f(x)= 5 aixr for some Q~ E ]O, co 1, i = I,..., n. 
i=I 
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(iii) Let Fy) be the collection of all scaled n-dimensional coherent 
life functions (see, for example, Barlow and Proschan [l] for definitions and 
properties of coherent life functions). By definition, life functions are defined 
on RI. In general the scaled coherent life functions are of the form 
f(x) = min max b,x, 
1<4<Y ascn 
for some b, E [0, co), i = l,..., 72 (4.1) 
or of the form 
f(x) = max min b,x, 
l<B<S aepg 
for some b, E [0, co), i = l,..., n, (4.2) 
where, for some positive integers y and 6, C, c { l,..., n }, p = l,..., y and 
P, C { l)...) n}, /3 = l)...) 6. 
(iv) Let fly) be the collection of all concave increasing functions on 
R” (or on R: when we deal with nonnegative random vectors). 
(v) Let STY) be the collection of all measurable increasing functions 
on R” (or on R: when we deal with nonnegative random vectors). Thus, 
X i ,..., X, are associated if and only if X is FPD(Fy’). 
It follows that, forj = l,..., 5, if X is FPD(flj’)) then every m-dimensional 
marginal of X (m < n) is FPD(xj”‘). 
In the following the superscript n on the Fs will be omitted when there is 
no danger of a confusion. 
Remark 4.1. From Proposition 2.6 it follows that 
FPD(*+FPD(9J =c- FPD(sr,) 
ti ti 
FPD(&) =S FPD(sT;). 
We are going to show now that for j = l,..., 5, the notion of PD(JJ essen- 
tially implies the notion of FPD(q. First the following lemma which 
characterizes PD(4) distributions is proven. 
LEMMA 4.1. (a) For j = l,.,., 5. X is PD(&J f and only if 
UWhgW)) is PQD whenever f, g E 3 (4.3) 
provided X is nonnegative. If X is not nonnegative then the above 
equivalence is true for j = 2,4, 5. 
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(b) For j= l,..., 5, X is PD(dJ) if and only if 
cov(h,(f(X)), h2( g(X))) > 0 whenever f, g E 4, h, and h, 
are univariate increasing functions and the expectations 
exist, (4.4) 
provided X is nonnegative. If X is not nonnegative then the above 
equivalence is true for j = 2,4, 5. 
Proof: From (1.2) it follows that (4.3) and (4.4) are equivalent. Thus we 
need to prove only (a) or (b). 
When j = 2 then (a) follows directly from the definition of PD(J$,); see 
(3.2). 
When j = 1 and P(X > 0) = 1 then the x’s in (3.1) are nonnegative. It is 
easily seen then that A E &, if and only if A = {x: minrCiGn b,x, > b} for 
some b E [-co, co] and b, > 0, i = l,..., n. Part (a) then follows from the 
definition of PD(d). 
When j = 3 and P(X > 0) = 1 then, to construct sets in JY~, we can 
consider in (3.3) only the sets 
{x: b,x, > 1) for some i E {l,..., n) and biE [O,OO]. (4.5) 
It is easy to see that by taking unions and intersections of sets of the form 
(4.5) one obtains sets of the form 
{x:f 6) > 11 for some f of the form (4.1) or (4.2), (4.6) 
that is, A E dj if and only if A is of the form (4.6). Finally, using the 
homogeneity and the nonnegativity of coherent life functions, observe that 
A E d7 if and only if A = {x:f (x} > b} for some f E 6 and some 
b E [0, co). Part (a) then follows from the definition of PD(JB,). 
When j = 5 we deal with associated random variables. It is easy to see 
that (4.4) and (1.1) are equivalent and this proves part (b). 
Finally let j= 4. First assume that X satisfies (4.3). 
Let A and B be sets in J94. Since A and B are open, convex and upper 
they can be approximated by intersections of sets of the form 
n 
X: C QiXi > 1 9 
I 
where ai > 0, i = l,..., n. 
i=l 
Explicitly, for every E > 0 there exist a K such that 
683/12/2-4 
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where CZ~‘) > 0, bj” > 0, i = l,..., n; I = l,..., K. 
Denoting f,(x) = min,<,<, XI=, u~“,Y~ and gx(x) = min,,,(, Cy=i bj’?uj 
we can also assume that 
IP(X E A n B) -K&(X) > 1, &(X) > 111 < e 
(otherwise pick a larger K). It is easy to check that f, and g, are in 4, 
thus, it follows from (4.3) that 
P(X E A n B) + e 2 P(fK(X) > 1, g&q > 1) 
>wdw > l)P(&(X) > 1) 
2 [P(XEA)-E][P(XEB)-&I. 
Letting E + 0 obtain 
that is, X is PD(&‘J. 
To show the converse assume that X is PD(s9,). Let f and g be in 4. 
Then for every a and b the sets A = {x:f(x) > a) and B = {x: g(x) > b) are 
in -Fs,. Thus, since X is PD(Jy’,) 
P(f(X) > U, g(X) > b) = P(X E A n B) 
>P(XEA)P(XEB) 
= W-(X) > a> P( g(X) > b), 
that is, (4.3) holds. 1 
Remark 4.2. Let R$“) be the collection of all the increasing concave 
functions which are homogeneous (a function f is homogeneous if for every 
a > 0, f(ax) = uf(x); such functions are discussed in Marshall and Shaked 
[ lo]). Thus, f, and g, of the proof of Lemma 3.1 are in $. It is not hard to 
show that every f E .& can be obtained as a limit of functions of the form of 
f, and g,. Hence, it follows from the proof of Lemma 3.1 that X is PD(&J 
if and only if (4.3) (or equivalently (4.4)) holds for every f and g in $. 
THEOREM 4.1. For j= l,..., 5, if the random vector X is PD(J41;) and 
nonnegative then X is FPD(2J. If it is not assumed that X is nonnegative 
then the above is true for j = 2,4, 5. 
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Proof: If X is PD(d,) then, by (4.4), cov(J(X), g(X)) > 0 whenever the 
expectations exist and f, g E 3, that is, X is FPD(.. 1 
The case j = 5 (that is, Xi,..., X,, are associated) in Theorem 4.1 is well 
known (Esary et al. [5]). 
THEOREM 4.2. For j = 1, 2,5, if X = (Xi ,..., X,) and Y = (Y, ,..., Y,) are 
nonnegative independent random vectors which are PD(..uf~“‘) and 
PD(sy’ (7’ ), respectively, then (X, Y) is PD(J/~“+~‘). Without the 
nonnegativity assumption, the above is true for j = 2,5. 
Proof: The result is well known when j = 5 (= association, see Esary et 
al. [511). 
Thus, by Lemma 4.1 we have to show that for j = 1,2 
covth df(X, Y), h,tgtX WI 2 0 whenever f, g E Fjn+m), 
h, and h, are increasing and the expectations exist. (44.7) 
Denote by G the distribution function of Y and let f, g, h, and h, be as in 
(4.7). Note that for j = 1,2 and for every y, h,Cf(-, y)) and h,(g(., y)) are 
increasing functions of functions in Fjn), thus, by (4.4) applied to X, 
Eh,df(X, Y)) h,(g(X,Y)) 
= Rm~lh~dftX~~))h~tgtX,~))ldGty) I 
2 R” Wd.tXX Y))I WdgF, YNI WY). I 
Now, w,(-) =E[h,df(X, -))I and w2(.) = E[h,(g(X, -))I are also increasing 
functions of functions in Fjm), thus, again by (4.4), 
I R(Y) V~Y) WY) 2 EIwI(Y)I E[vttY)f Rm 
= EIW-tX, WI E[hz(gPQ VII. 
so 
covV,tftX V), h,t g(K Y))) 2 0, 
hence, by Lemma 4.1, (X, Y) is PD(-xfj”+m’). m 
The next result follows from Proposition 2.7 and the fact that for 
j= l,..., , 5 lJ p”= I Fj*) satisfies Property C. 
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THEOREM 4.3. For j = l,..., 5, if X is FPD(~j”‘) then Y = (f,(X) ,..., 
f,(X)) is FPD(Xj@) wheneverfi E Rjn), i = l,..., k. 
Remark 4.3. It does not follow from Theorem 4.3, but it is easy to 
verify, that for j = 1, 3, if X E PD(-@‘jn)) and if f, ,...,f, are univariate 
increasing functions then (fi(X,),...,f,(XJ) is PD(&‘~“‘). 
Remark 4.4. By combining Lemma 4.1 and the proof of Theorem 1 of 
Newman and Wright [ 1 l] it can be shown that if X, ,..., X, are PD(&) finite 
variance random variables with joint and marginal characteristic functions, d 
and Qi, i= l,..., n; then 
Using Remark 3.2 it follows then that for j = 2,4, 5, if (X, ,..., X,) is PD(4) 
and if the rs are uncorrelated then X, ,..., X, are jointly independent. 
5. MISCELLANEOUS RESULTS 
5.1. Stochastic Ordering 
A random vector X = (X1,..., X,) is said to be stachastically smaller than 
the random vector Y = (Y, ,..., Y,) if E’(X) <Ef(Y) for all measurable 
increasing functions f (that is, for all f E Fy)). We will use the notation 
X Gst Y to describe this relation, It is well known that X Gst Y if and only if 
P(XEA)<P(YEA) for allAEd . (‘) When n = 1, that is, when X and Y 
are random variables, then X<” Y if and only if P(X > a) < P(Y > a) for all 
a E (-co, co). For more details see, e.g., Marshall and Olkin [9, Chap. 171. 
Let X be a random variable and denote by X, the random variable which 
has the same distribution as X given that X > a. Similarly, if X is a random 
vector we denote by X, the random vector which is stochastically equal to X 
given that X E A. It is easy to verify the intuitive result 
x%x, for all a E (-~3, ra), (5.1) 
however, as the next theorem shows, it is not always true that 
x2x, for all A E J&, (5.2) 
a fact which may seem somewhat surprising at first glance. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let X be a random vector, then, for j = l,..., 5, 
X&Y, for all A E 4. (5.3) 
if and only if X is PD(4, ~‘~5). 
The proof is simple and will be omitted. 
Thus, (5.2) holds if and only if X,,...,X,, are associated. Note that (5.1) 
follows from (5.3) with j = 5, since a set consisting of one random variable is 
associated (Esary et al. [5]). 
5.2. Counterimplications 
We will show now that the families of PD(M’j”)), j = 1, 3,4,5 are distinct. 
This follows from Remark 3.2 and the next two counterexamples. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. (PD(d4) 6 PD(J$,)). Let (X, , X,) have the following 
joint probabilities (all probabilities are multiplied by 20) P(X, =x1, 
x, =x*): 
Tedious verifications (by considering all pairs of sets in &d for 3 x 3 
distributions) yields that (X1,X,) is PD(ssfJ. On the other hand, let A = 
{(x,9x*):x, > 2)U {(x1,x*):x2 > 2) EJ4 and B= {(x,,xz):x, > 1, 
x2> I}Edj,then 
hence (X,, X2) is not PD(ss$). 
EXAMPLE 5.2. (PD(d3) & PD(s$,)). Let (X,, X,) have the following 
joint probabilities (all probabilities are multiplied by 401) P(X, =x,, 
x2 =x2): 
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5 40 0 0 100 
3 0 41 0 0 
2 0 0 60 0 
1 100 0 0 60 
Tedious verification (by considering all pairs of sets in dj for 4 x 4 
distributions) yields that (X,, X,) is PD(z./~). On the other hand, let 
&E(O,i) and set A={(x,,x,):x,>2-~}n{(~~,~J:(2/3)x~+x~> 
(13/3)-E}E.H~ and B={(x,,x,):x,>2-~}n{(~,,~~):~~+(2/3)~~> 
(13/3)-e} E M’~. Then 
P(XEAnB)=-g< 201 200 ---=P(XEA)P(XEB), 
401 401 
hence (X, ,X,) is not PD(Jy’)). 
Next, consider the conditions P&&t”‘), PD(.M’:“‘) and PUOD. It will be 
shown now that when n = 2 (then PUOD is PQD) these three conditions are 
equivalent. When n = 2 it is easy to verify that PD(jal;) G- PD(&‘,). By 
Theorem 3.3, PD(dl) =S PQD. The proof of PQD =S PD(J$;) is most easily 
appreciated using Fig. 1. Let A be the set in &i2) which is “above” the line 
FIG. I. PQD af’D(sp,). 
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1, and similarly let B be the set determined by the line 1,. We want to show 
P(X E A n B) > P(X E A) P(X E B) or, equivalently 
P(xEAnB)P(xfACnBC)>,P(xEAnBC)P(xEACnB). (5.4) 
Clearly (5.4) holds if A c B or if B c A. Thus, assume that f, and lB cross at 
a point (x,,yO) and let 1, and 1, be the lines which are parallel to the axes, 
passing through (x,,yO). Denote C = {(xl,xz):x, > x,,], D = {(x1, x2): 
x2 > y,,}. Note that (C n D) c (A n B), (Cc n DC) c (AC n W), (A n II’) c 
(C n DC) and (A’ n B) c (Cc n D). Thus, if X is PQD then 
The following counterexamples show that when n > 3 then PUOD & 
PD(dI) and PD(dI) 4 PD(sB,). I believe that actually PD(dJ 6 PD(d2) 
and also that PD(d2) ~4 PUOD, but Z was not able show it. 
EXAMPLES 5.3. (PD(dJ 6 PD(JQ,)). Let X = (Xi, X,, X,) have the 
following probabilities: P(X = (0, 0, 1)) = ZJ(X = (0, 1,O)) = P(X = 
(O,O, 1)) = P(X = (1, 1, 1)) = 0.25. Tedious verification shows that X is 
PD(dI). Furthermore, every pair of X’s is uncorrelated, however the random 
variables X, , X,, X, are not independent. Hence, by Remark 4.4, X is not 
PD(d2). This example was used by Jogdeo [6] to show that pairwise 
uncorrelated PUOD random variables need not be independent. 
EXAMPLE 5.4. (PUOD ~4 PD(jQ)). Let X = (X, , X,, X,) have the 
following probabilities: P(X = (0, 0,O)) = 0.16, P(X = (1, 1,O)) = 
P(X=(l,O, l))=P(X=(O, 1, 1))=0.18 and P(X = (1, 1, 1)) = 0.30. 
Lengthy verification shows that X is PUOD. Let A = (x:x, > 0.5, 
x2 > -0.5, xj > -0.5) and B = (x:x, > - 0.5, x2 > 0.5, x3 > 0.5}. Then 
P(XEAnB)=0.3 <0.3168=P(xEA)P(x~B), 
thus X is not PD(s$,). 
6. EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS 
In this section, first we show that some well-known distributions, which 
are not known to be associated, are PD(d,) for some j = 1,2,3,4. Then we 
show that some results that have been derived under the assumption of 
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association may be strengthened by assuming less and still obtaining the 
same conclusions. 
6.1. Multivariate Distributions with Exponential Minimums 
Esary and Marshall [4] considered random vectors X = (Xi,...,X,J such 
that minis1 biXi has an exponential distribution for all bi > 0, i = l,..., n and 
all nonempty sets Ic {I,..., n}. They showed that X is PUOD and PLOD. 
They conjecture that X has stronger dependence properties. The next result 
shows that indeed it is so. 
RESULT 6.1. Let X be as above then X is PD(d3). 
Proof: Fix two sets in dJ, A and B, say. Since P(X > 0) = 1 it is 
possible to restrict attention to sets of the form (3.3) with nonnegative 
constants: 
A= n U {x:x,>a,}=(x: max min b,x,> l}, 
14;44Y asc5 1444Y a-q? 
where b, = a;’ > 0 and C,, /I = l,..., y and y, are as in (3.3i). Let 
7(x1 ,***, xn) = m=,444ymin,..5x,, then 
A = {x: t(b,x, ,..., b,x,) > I}. 
Similarly we can assume that 
B = {x: @‘,x~,..., &,x,) > 1) 
for some coherent life function C Let Yi = b,X, and 2, = FiXi, thus, 
P(X E A n B) = P(t(b,X, ,..., b,X,)) > 1, f(&X, ,..., &X,) > 1 
= P(min(r(Y), F(Z)) > 1). 
Clearly, Y, ,..., Y,, Z, ,..., Z, have a joint distribution with exponential 
minimums (see definition in Esary and Marshall [4, p. 841). By Corollary 
4.3 of Esary and Marshall [4], there exist random variables U, ,..., U,, 
V 1 ,-**, V, having a Marshall-Olkin [8] multivariate exponential distribution 
that is marginally equivalent in coherent life functions to the joint 
distribution of Y, ,..., Y,, Z, ,..., Z,. It is well known that U, ,..., U,,, V, ,..., V, 
are associated (see, e.g., Esary and Marshall [4, p. 971). In addition to it 
min(r(y), f(z)) is a coherent life function of order 2n, thus, by the 
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equivalence in coherent life functions and by the association of U, ,..., U,, , 
v v,, , ,-**, 
P(min(r(Y), f(Z)) > 1) = P(min(r(U), s’(V)) > 1) 
>P(r(U) > l)P(t’(V) < 1) 
=P(t(Y) > l)P(f(Z) > 1) 
= P(X E A) P(X E B), 
that is, X is PD(sY;). 1 
6.2. Absolute Values of Multivariate Normal Variables 
It is well known that if (Xi ,..., X,,) has multivariate normal distribution, 
with mean 0 and an arbitrary covariance matrix z, then 
P(IX, I < a, ,..., I&l G a,) 2 fi W&l < 4 
i=l 
whenever oi > 0, i = I,..., n (6.1) 
(see, for example Sidak [ 131). On the other hand, it is shown in Sidak [ 131 
that (IX, I,..., 1X,1) need not be PUOD and hence, by Theorem 3.3, 
(IX, I,..., 1X,1) need not be PD(J+ for j = 1,3,4,5 or PD(-dj) for 
j = 3,4,5. The following result, however, is true. 
RESULT 6.2. Let (X, ,..., X,) be a multivariate normal with mean 0 and 
a covariance matrix z such that rank(E) < 2, then ([X1(,..., [X,1) is 
PD(-d,). 
Proof: Fix two sets in --J$;, A={x:xi<ai,i= l,..., n} and B= 
{x: xi < bi, i = l,..., n), say, where a, and b, are nonnegative, i = l,..., n. 
Define ( Yi, Y2 ,..., Y,, Z,, Z, ,..., Z,) = (Xi, X, ,..., X,, X,, X, ,..., X,), then, 
clearly, 
P(jX(EAnB)=P(IYIEA,IZIEB)=P(YE&ZEl?), 
where /XI denotes (IX, ] ,..., IX, 1) and ]Y I and IZ ( are similarly defined and 
where 
K= {x: lxil < ai, i = l,..., n) 
and 
fi= {x: [xi1 < bi, i= l,..., n}. 
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The vector (Y, Z) has a multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and 
covariance matrix 
where, by assumption, rank(E) < 2. Also the sets 2 and B” are convex and 
balanced (i.e., J= -2 and g= -@ in R”. It follows then from Theorem 3 
of Pitt [ 121 that 
P(Y E&Z ElT)>P(Y EX)P(Z ES) 
=P(lXIEA)P(lXlE~), 
that is, 1 XI is PD(--JJ i 
Remark 6.1. Sidak [ 131 showed that if X = (X, ,X,, X,) is a trivariate 
normal random vector with mean 0 and covariance matrix 
then I XI is not PUOD, hence it is not PD(4), j = 1,3,4,5 or PD(-4, 
j = 3,4, 5. However, by (6.1), I XI is PLOD. Result 6.2 shows that IX/ 
satisfies a stronger condition of positive dependence. 
6.3. An Invariance Principle 
Newman and Wright [ 1 I] showed that if X,, X, .. . is a nondegenerate, 
strongly stationary, finite variance sequence of associated random variables 
which satisfies 0’ E Var(X,) + 2 Cfm,2 cov(X, ,X,) < 03 then, for every 
T > 0, the process 
W,(t) = (u*n)-I’* [X, + .-- +X, + (nt - m) X,, 1 - ntE(X,)], 
t E [m/n, (m + 1)/n> 
for t E [0, T], converges to a standard Weiner process on [0, T]. 
It is not difficult to verify, following their arguments, that this invariance 
principle holds if one merely assumes that the X’s are PD(dd) and 
PD(-da). 
Similarly, it can be shown that the conclusion of Theorem 2 of Newman 
and Wright [ II] is valid assuming only that the X’s are PD(dd). 
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6.4. Bounds on System Reliability 
Barlow and Proschan [ 1, p. 341 showed that if 4 is a coherent structure 
with minimal cut sets Ci,..., C, and minimal path sets P,,..., P, and if 
X i ,..., X,, are associated binary random variables, then the reliability of 0 has 
the useful bounds 
fi P(I$xX,= 1) <W(X) = 1) 
L3=1 4 
< 1 - fr P(nlIl xi= 0). 
4=1 5 
It turns out that the assumption of association is too strong. It is enough to 
assume only that X is PD(39;). To see it note that if X is PD(J$,) then 
= p(IIll$X Xi = l,..., mSc Xi = 1) 
1 
2 fi P(In;xX*= 1) 
4=1 4 
which proves the left-hand side inequality in (6.2). The proof of the other 
inequality is similar. 
Remark 6.2. Actually, the left-hand side inequality in (6.2) holds if X is 
merely PD((-dJ) [ or, equivalently, PD(-Ji)] and the other inequality 
holds if X is PD(&) [ or, equivalently, PD(&,)]. These two conditions are 
weaker than PD(J$,). 
Inequality (6.2) can be restated by bounding the survival function of the 
life of the corresponding life function t(T) = min, Go <Y maxi,,, Ti = 
max,G4<6 minisp Ti, where T,,..., T,, are the component lifes. Explicitly, if T 
is PD(,&) then, for every t > 0, 
Remark 6.3. From Result 6.1 it follows that if T is such that minis1 biTi 
has an exponential distribution for all b, > 0, i = l,..., n and all nonempty 
sets I c {l,..., n}, then (6.2) and (6.3) hold. 
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